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Constantly challenged with rising costs and a highly competitive market for commercial space,
building owners and operators know that they need every possible square foot of space to earn a
return. Advancements throughout the solar energy industry now mean that cost centers can become
profit centers as innovative and attractive photovoltaic (PV) systems enable the production of free
electricity while enhancing building value and amenities. Tilted, low-profile PV systems on low-slope
roofs are the preferred and most cost-effective way to deploy PV because these arrays provide
electricity close to where it is needed, are quick to install without affecting roofing warranties, and
can provide highly attractive returns. Carport mounted systems deployed in parking lots are slightly
pricier but still provide a nice return and do double-duty as an attractive amenity for building
occupants and guests. In addition, with appropriate design, such carport systems can function as an
auxiliary component of the site's snow and storm-water management systems by directing and
infiltrating run-off while enhancing site lighting for security.
Massachusetts and other New England states are excellent locations for the commercial
deployment of PV systems. While it is true that more sunlight falls in the U.S. southwest and sunbelt
states, there is more than enough sun here to make PV systems pay for themselves many times
over. The availability of federal tax incentives and state and local benefits make an investment in PV
highly lucrative; depending on financing options, typical cash-on-cash returns are in excess of fifty
percent (50%) within one or two years.
While the sun is not about to stop shinning, changes in the tax code and solar renewable energy
certificate (SREC) program are likely to make returns less attractive in the future meaning that
systems should be deployed now in order to lock in known benefits. Fortunately, there is still a short
amount of time to take advantage of these inducements before they phase out at the end of the
year.
The Massachusetts SREC program is going into a transition phase. Phase I was a huge success
and led to the deployment of 400 megawatts (MW) of solar-powered generating capacity years
ahead of schedule. However, while the rules of the SREC-II program are being worked out, systems
with sizes below 100 kilowatts (kW) can still qualify for the SREC-I program and lock-in that
program's highly attractive benefits. The key to qualification is to work with a highly experienced
team that can quickly design and engineer the system to speed utility review and lead to the prompt
acquisition of an interconnection services agreement (ISA) to govern the inter-operability of the PV
system with the electric distribution grid. ISAs in hand before the end of the year will enable the
system to qualify for the SREC-I program. Also, while not formally announced, it is likely that
regulators will enable systems with substantially-underway ISA applications to similarly qualify for
the SREC-I program.



As stated, the SREC-II program is not fully announced. But what is known about it demonstrates
that SREC-II will still be highly lucrative. Nevertheless, since financial returns are dependent on
federal tax policies slated to change on January 1, 2016, it is expected that the additional 1200 MW
of new generating capacity proposed under the follow-on program will be deployed within the next
two years. Given this evolution in solar economics, sound planning suggests the following approach
for those building owners and operators with sites and electrical loads capable of supporting more
than 100 kW of solar generating capacity: (1) Design, apply for, and receive an ISA for a 100 kW
system this year; (2) Design, apply for, and receive an amended or additional ISA for an incremental
PV system over 100 kW next year once the SREC-II program opens; and (3) build out the entire
system at once to minimize installation costs and limit disruption to operations from installation
activities.
While PV systems are simple to own and operate as there are no moving parts, the same cannot be
said for constellation of technical, financial and timing parameters that must be optimized in order to
maximize the return on the investment.  Experienced and reputable solar design and installation
professionals know how to navigate through these challenging issues in order to deliver the utmost
value from free sunlight to the marketplace. 
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